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Aviation

The world is dependent on the aviation industry, not only for tourism but for the transportation of

goods. According to the Air Transport Action Group, “If aviation were a country it would rank 21st

in the world in terms of gross domestic product (GDP), generating $664 Billion of GDP per year,

considerably larger than some members of the G20.” What’s more, it is forecasted that aviation will

contribute $1 trillion to world GDP by 2026. In an industry of this nature and magnitude, there can

very often be a need to quantify damages due to instances of fraud, business interruption, the

occurrence of natural or man-made disasters, not to mention shareholder and contractual disputes.

With more than 40 offices across 5 continents, MDD is equipped to handle engagements of any

size in the aviation industry.

For many decades, we have acted for insurers of airlines and airports as well as for a range of

service  providers  such  as  bonded  warehouses,  flight  schools,  simulator  operators  and  fuel

suppliers.

With experts fluent in over 30 languages, we are able to assist clients who operate in numerous

jurisdictions and could find themselves with a dispute in any corner of the world. Experts from our

worldwide network can be immediately available to assist in assessing insured losses, investigate

allegations of fraud or compile financial  evidence and analyses to further a client’s  case in a

dispute.

Our professionals have extensive technical knowledge and understand the financial implications

associated with aviation contracts, applicable tax and regulatory systems and the impact an event

can have on a dispute or insurance claim.

Our  partners  and  senior  staff  all  hold  accounting  qualifications  and  many  have  additional

qualifications in business valuation, fraud investigation and other related specialty subjects. They

are experienced at preparing expert reports and documentation and have provided expert witness
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testimony in courts and arbitrations around the world.

MDD provides services for the aviation industry such as:

Analyzing historical data to determine the impact of an incident on revenue, retail income and

prices

Calculating additional costs of working – including disaster management and response costs –

that were incurred as a result of natural or man-made catastrophes

Assessing business interruption claims and consequential losses being made due to an airport

closure, power outage or other significant event

Anti-fraud services

Performing valuations for businesses operating in the aviation sector, required in instances such

as shareholder disputes and contractual disputes

Conducting internal analysis for aviation related businesses

Shadowing expert consultants

Providing expert witness testimony and litigation support services when necessary

For rapid and accurate economic damage assessments in aviation claims, hire MDD.


